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DHEC's motto: Promote, Protect, Prosper is an ideal one. Its vision to do all of this

for the greater good of South Carolina and its people speaks of the purpose of its

existence, its main reason for being. But, can it live up to this vision? Medically, can it

live up to what the state's officials are expecting it to do? In this project, I hope to answer

these questions. I hope to examine reasons why the agency cannot meet its commitment

and explore ways in which it might.

I have often wondered why DHEC's Commissioner does not have a weekly or monthly

editorial in The State Newspaper, the purpose of which would be to let the citizens know

what DHEC had done recently to improve quality of life for them, the kinds of services

which are available to them. Do people know that their tax dollars pay for a nursing work

force? What do these nurses do for them, and for others, everyday? How would nursing

have an impact on their lives in a natural disaster, a terrorist attack, or in a flu pandemic?

My purpose is to bring to light a small but important piece ofDHEC - its nursing

force, examine how its numbers have dwindled over the recent years, why that has

happened, why it has been allowed to continue, how it will affect the short term future

(an example that affects school age children). In addition, how will the reduced

nursing force affect the long term future, and what can be done to improve the situation?

How can we attract nurses? How can we retain them once they're trained? How can we
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compete, for, well trained, ethical and dedicated nurses? Hospitals, the private

doctors, and even other state agencies, like Department of Corrections, Department. of

Mental Health, give DHEC fierce competition for nurses, often winning the battle.

DHEC's nursing stafflevels are inadequate to continue basic operations and also

respond to critical initiatives, for example:

- flu pandemic

- new immunization requirements

- disaster relief (shelter coverage, response to terrorists' attacks, natural disasters).

I will start with a recent example, an incident that was national headlines for weeks.

DHEC's nurses and other disciplines were there but received no credit in local media.

How the public continues to be in the dark as to how dependent they could be on the

Health Dept. 's nursing staff. I will discuss the coming of a new vaccine that will be

required for children enrolling in school. I'll look at what it's going to take to meet this

demand. I will look at the coming of another flu pandemic; how it's not a question of "if'

but "when" and how we would meet or fail to meet its coming. What options we may

have in my local health department to meet this demand, and lastly, what would we be

able to do in the event of a countywide, statewide, or national bioterrorist attack.

Hurricane Katrina hit the U.S. mainland August 28, 2005, displacing hundreds of

thousands of people and killing 1000 plus. Hundreds of evacuees came to Columbia and

received assistance at the USC Naval Center. DHEC nurses were among those from other

state and private agencies there to offer assistance in the form of Hepatitis A and Tetanus
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vaccines. No mention in local media was ever made that the Health Department played a

role in the relief. Our nurses worked nine hours a day, seven days a week. Health

Department services, such as Adult and Children's immunizations, STD and Family

Planning services had to be reduced until DHEC made the decision to withdraw its

employees from the Center's operations, after about four of weeks of service.

During the month of September, from the 1st through the 30th, Richland County DHEC

employees logged 1527.50 hours of time to disaster & shelter relief. This is equal to 204

days of work. Overtime hours were accumulated by nursing staff, who had to be on duty

on Saturdays and Sundays and after normal business hours during the work week. This

meant they had to take back time coming back to them in the way of time and a half and

the Health Department was even shorter on staffed on the days when the individual

nurses took back their comp time. No media attention was given to DHEC for helping to

staff the Naval Center and having staff there to assist the evacuees. And DHEC did not

seem to make an effort to educate the public on their role in the disaster relief. Without

mention ofDHEC's involvement, people are unaware of how their state tax dollars are

helping others, possibly even themselves by using available services during times of

need. Without some publicity, how do up and coming nurses know what DHEC is all

about and what opportunities it offers?

Following CDC directives, DHEC implements new vaccines that become requirements

for school admission. The last major change was the implementation of the Hepatitis B

vaccine for school age kids, starting with the seventh grade. A year ago, the success of

that initiative was realized when all students who could be vaccinated graduateq from
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high school protected from Hepatitis B virus. New adolescent vaccines that will be

implemented soon include the meningococcal conjugate (MCV4) and the tetanus,

diphtheria, acellular pertussis (TdaP). Jesse Green, Chief Epidemiologist of DHEC,

recently asked for ideas and potential strategies to rapidly achieve high immunization

coverage among teens in regards to these new vaccines.

Concern over how to carry out this task was a prime issue. Many states have trouble

hiring new staff because of pressure to downsize state governments, so they plan to

contract with their local health departments. But in South Carolina, our health

departments are also operating on skeleton crews of nurses. Contracts with community

based groups could be an answer. There is thought of adding MCV4 and TdaP to 6th

grade requirements, getting doctors involved who treat adolescents to vaccinate at every

opportunity, schedule immunization talks at schools and vaccinate there. Whichever plan

or plans were chosen, it would take more than DHEC's nurses to pull it off.

Another issue in which DHEC will find itself heavily involved is in the efforts to control

and maintain the public's health in the event of a flu pandemic. Recently, especially after

the poor response of government to aid Hurricane Katrina victims, it became

obvious that the US government was not prepared for real trouble, real disasters.

President Bush has read a report on the Spanish Flu of 1918 and has been consulting with

the heads of vaccine companies. He warns that the military could be used to enforce

quarantines. Where would nurses come from to immunize people? Just last year, when

we had a flu vaccine shortage, people were clamoring to get a flu shot. Some were very

"creative" in obtaining a shot for themselves or a loved one. At the health department in
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Columbia, we shut down all services for three days to immunize the public. Ifwe'd had

adequate nursing staff, as we used to, some service areas could have remained opened,

while another group of our nurses gave flu shots. A flu pandemic prediction is that waves

of the illness could shutter schools and businesses, swamp hospitals and send tens of

thousands to medical shelters. Who will take care of them? What's anyone doing to

prepare for not enough nurses? USA Today reports that the military could be

called in for logistical and medical support.

What ifthere was a terrorist attack in Columbia? In October, 2004, DHEC took part in

an exercise for the Strategic National Stockpile, to drill and see how we would do in a

situation in which we had to screen and medicate a person once every six seconds. The

exercise brought out how serious a job nurses have. Where would we even begin to pull

enough nurses to carry out a real life exercise of that magnitude?

The South CarolinaState Board of Nursing has included a question on their license

renewal form that goes to every nurse once every two years. It asks the nurses if they

have had experience or training in disaster nursing and if the applicant is interested in

learning more. In talking with Maggie Johnson at the State Board of Nursing, very few of

the nurses answer "yes" to the question. She could not supply me with a definite number;

only saying "a very few" when asked again. DHEC is currently working on a grant to

have the schools of nursing include disaster nursing into their curriculum. It would seem

that it would be very difficult to attract new nurses to an agency when it is unclear what

that agency has to offer. DHEC is involved in the public health experience of USC's
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Nursing School Program. We provide for one-on-one training of student nurses every

autumn. But they only get one day each with us. While it is inconvenient to have a

student following you, as you go about your job, one day's worth of sightseeing does not

give the student an accurate measure of all the responsibilities that DHEC has and all the

different things the nurses do everyday. They get to see our clientele and get to see how

difficult it can be to chase clients to offer them services that they couldn't care less about.

If the student ever ventures down the avenue of salary with their nurse, they are usually

shocked at how little DHEC pays its nurses compared to the hospitals. Being young and

usually family-free, they can easily handle the physical rigors of hospital work, the swing

shift hours and weekend duty it requires, because they are not missing evening

quality/family time with young children and spouses.

Retention of Nurses

DHEC is not doing enough to ensure retention of nurses. DHEC used to be a little more

competitive with hospitals' salaries, only trailing by $2000-$4000 a year. That was in

the mid 1980s. Now, DHEC trails in salaries by $15,000-$20,000. When your focus for

working is money, you simply move on to the next opportunity on the list. DHEC is

not even competitive with doctors' office salaries anymore. DHEC raised its standards of

hiring only BSN prepared nurses about 10 years ago. They only hire ADN nurses if the

position has been posted for a long time with no suitable candidates to hire. Even then,

the hiring supervisor must justify in writing why the standard should be lowered to enable

hiring an ADN graduate. ADN and BSN prepared nurses each take, and must pass, the
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same board licensing exam. DHEC insists on a staff of BSN graduates, but there are

almost twice as many ADN prepared nurses in the state. If a position for nursing is

posted, it must be posted as requiring a BSN prepared graduate to fill it. If, after a non

specified amount of time, there are no suitable BSN candidates to fill the vacancy or if

not one applicant applied, the position's requirements can be "lowered" by justification in

writing, to allow for an ADN graduate to have the opportunity to apply. As of2003, there

were 32,319 registered nurses in South Carolina. In the Midlands area there are 4,992

ADN graduates and 3,158 BSN graduates. Nursing overall is a shrinking occupation.

Figures from '94-'95, '98-'99, and '02-'03 show a decline in nursing gains and a steady

rise in nursing losses, along with an overall decline in the net growth of nurses available.

(Appendix E). As of July 2002-July 2003, South Carolina colleges graduated 1,021

nurses. Using that as a 100% baseline figure, only 5 went to work for DHEC or 0.5%. In

1994, there were 23,440 nurses in South Carolina. DHEC employed 1,722 of them - or

7.3%. In 2003, with 32,319 nurses in the state, DHEC's nursing cadre dropped to 1.023,

or 3.2%. The hiring of new nurses in DHEC has gone from 226 in 2002 to 197 in 2003 -

a 13% decrease.

Despite the reduction in workforce, DHEC is expected to staff emergency shelters for up

to the first 48 hours before the Red Cross has to step in. DHEC's nurses are the ones who

administer flu vaccines to the public every year. DHEC's nurses would be the first ones

called to respond in the event of a terrorist attack, to provide coverage for emergency

shelters, or to administer emergency drugs.

In talking with Carolyn James of the Columbia chapter ofthe Red Cross, it was'
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determined that the Red Cross has about 60 nurses to pull from and it takes

48 of hours to bring a volunteer work group together. They maintain a register of

volunteers and find that when a disaster strikes, they often have nurses calling them

asking what they can do to help. During the aftermath of Hurricane Hugo in 1989, the

Red Cross sent Ms. James a list of200 nurses from which to call & find volunteers. The

list was not accurate, having on it some nurses who no longer lived in the state. After

Hurricane Katrina, Ms. James had about 92 nurses contact her. After serving their time in

the disaster shelter for weeks, about 60 ofthem had met the Red Cross required number

of hours of service to be listed as volunteers that could be called upon without needing

further training. Before that, she only had a core of about eight to nine nurses she could

call upon. The State Board used to require the Red Cross volunteers to get 190 hours of

in-service per year to keep their license current. After four meetings with the board, Ms.

James was able to have that number decreased to 25 hours per year.

Mrs. James stated that Georgia has a Nurse Alert System, which is a group of well trained

nurses for disasters. South Carolina had a committee to look into forming such a system

in this state but the idea did not make it out of the committee. DHEC is now looking into

starting its own nurse alert system. USC has recently signed an agreement to have its

nursing instructors trained by the Red Cross and then return to their programs and train

student nurses. Clemson, Francis Marion, MUSC, and Lander already have such

programs in place. If such programs do their jobs, a cadre of nursing students, trained in

disaster relief, could be available to DHEC or the Red Cross in an emergency.

My last area to explore required that I meet with Angie Olawsky ofDHEC's Office of
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Nursing. DHEC has lost 50% of its nursing work force in the last five years; going from a

force of 1,600 to 800 nurses. Ms. Olawsky says that salary is the main reason nurses

leave. DHEC's nursing salaries are $15,000-20,000 behind the private sector and even

other state agencies that employ nurses: the Department of Corrections and the

Department of Mental Health. A recent focus on recruitment & retention has come

forward, with bonuses given to employees who recruit new nurses for positions at DHEC.

There is also bonus money available for exceptional job performance, increase in duties,

etc. But these bonuses are at the regional level and are only available if the region has

money in its budget for such bonuses. The recruitment bonus availability is at the Central

Office level and is available immediately. There is also tuition reimbursement available

to newly hired nurses. The details and criteria are not clear at this time. Ms. Olawsky

pointed out that DHEC's nursing shortage is at such a critical level that we are having to

tell the Red Cross that we cannot be first responders to open emergency shelters. She

anticipates even more nursing loss before someone in power takes serious notice.

The DHEC Office of Nursing is looking at other state agencies that employ nurses to also

share in the responsibilities of disaster shelters and response. At this time, DHEC's

nurses are the only state employed nurses required to respond to emergencies. Blue Cross

is the state's largest employer of nurses. How could that resource be tapped in an

emergency? There is also a possible option of utilizing school nurses for emergency

shelters, since a lot of schools are used for shelters, the school nurses are logical choices

to man these shelters, as they are already familiar with the school's layout and facilities.

As it stands, DHEC cannot meet its requirements. It is in no position to run clinics and

staff shelters in an emergency, at the same time. It does not have the staff to adequately
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respond to a mass immunization or medication of the masses in the event of a terrorist

attack. The Office of Nursing believes more nurses will have to leave before something

changes. On paper there are means to reward employees, but paper and reality can be

worlds apart. Reward for longevity, extra duties, exceptional evaluations, awards and

recognition does not take place. It is often left up to individual regions, who often claim

that there is no money for such rewards and pay increases, no matter how justified. New

nurses are brought in at the same salaries or close to the salaries of veteran nurses who

have years of service. A front line supervisor can be creative, by doing things for

outstanding employees such as:

• Allow flex time so the employee can return to school further their education or
attend to family needs.

• Explore ways to adjust work hours & work days
• Recognize birthdays or work anniversary dates with a lunch paid for by the

supervisor; let team members attend, as well.
• Acknowledge employee accomplishments at team meetings or staff meetings.
• Present a momento, framed certificate, or gift certificate to reward

accomplishments, outstanding effort, etc.
• Celebrate Nurses' Day with lunch, desserts, flowers or some other type of item

with a nurse theme to it.

These small tokens can mean a lot to employees, but ultimately, cannot pay the bills.

There are many other ideas one can come up with, but if they require money, like

providing free parking to an employee for a week or a month, they would not be

approved in the current financial status of the regions.

Until someone looks at the current practice, looks into a reward system for longevity,

exceptional service, etc., and develops a retention plan for faithful employees, who want

to make DHEC employment their career, DHEC's "hemorrhage" of nurses will ~ontinue.

DHEC cannot "Promote, & Protect", with the number of nurses it currently has. Until the
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agency develops a serious retention plan, while identifying monies to back the plan, the

public health of South Carolina will not "Prosper".
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Nursing Turnover Comparison

DHEC FY02 FY03 FY04 FY05
Number of employees 214 146 134 108
leavin2
Average uumber of 1,001 901 839 809
emplovees
Turnover rate 21.37 16.20 15.97 13.34
19.18% reduction in number ofnurses m three years

Mental Health FY02 FY03 FY04 FY05
Number of employees 125 110 76 96
leavin2
Average number of 671.5 604 566 532
employees
Turnover rate 18.61 18.21 13.42 18.04
20.77% reduction in number of nurses in three years

DDSN FY02 FY03 FY04 FY05
Number of employees 43 44 39 36
leavinl!:
Average number of 206.5 196 184.5 182
employees
Turnover rate 20.87 22.45 21.14 19.78
11.86% reduction in number ofnurses in three years

Corrections FY 02 FY 03 FY04 FY05
Number of employees 74 68 44 53
leavin2
Average number of 223 197 182.5 162.50
employees
Turnover rate 33.18 34.51 24.10 32.61
27.13% reduction m number ofnurses m three years
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RNs Employed in South Carolina
July of Each Year
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RN's and LPN's Employed in South Carolina
July of Each Year
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Mix of Nurses Practicing in South Carolina
by Highest Degree and Region

DEGREE REGION

Total Upstate Midlands Pee Dee Low Country

Total 41,617 10,939 13,041 7,953 9,684

Doctorate 178 44 56 16 62

Masters 1,923 440 621 249 613

Baccalaureate 9,492 2,384 3,158 1,287 2,663

Associate 16,552 4,832 4,992 3,485 3,243

Diploma 4,165 1,065 1,226 727 1,147

LPN 9,307 2,174 2,988 2,189 1,956

RN/1,000 pop. 7.9 8.1 8.0 7.3 8.5

Ratio of RN:LPN 3.5 4.0 3.4 2.6 4.0

Source: State Board of Nursing for SC and Office of Research and Statistics, SC Budget and Control Board
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(
Annual Gains, Losses and Net Growth of

Employed RN's
Change in Number Practicing

July of Each Year
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Growth Attributable to New Graduates of
South Carolina Nursing Education Programs

July 2002 - July 2003

Setting New SC Graduates Percent

TOTAL 1,021 100.0%

Hospital 904 88.5%

Nursing Home 41 4.0%

Physician Office 29 2.8%

Other Office & Freestanding Surg. 23 2.3%

Health Department 5 0.5%

Private Home Health 5 0.5%

All Other'" 14 1.4%

*AII other includes: Other community health, Supplemental staffing agency, Hospice, Insurance/Thirdparty, Outpatient mental
health, Occupational health, Private duty, Self-employed, School nurse, School ofnursing, Parish nurse, Other

Source: State Board of Nursing for SC and Office of Research and Statistics, SC Budget and Control Board
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Basic Degree

TOTAL

Baccalaureate

Associate

Growth Attributable to New Graduates
of SC RN Nursing Education Programs

by Basic Degree
July 2002 - July 2003

New SC Graduates

Employed in SC

1,021

267

743

Percent

100.0%

26.2%

73.8%

Source: State Board of Nursing for SC and Office of Research and Statistics, SC Budget and Control Board
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Registered Nurses in South Carolina
Setting of Practice

as of July 1 of Each Year
1994 2003

Principal Setting of Practice No. Pct No. Pct

TOTAL 23,440 100.0% 32,319 100.0%

Hospital 14,948 63.8% 20,716 64.1%

Physician's Office 1,247 5.3% 2,084 6.4%

Health Department 1,722 7.3% 1,023 3.2%

Private Home Health 833 3.6% 651 2.0%

Other Community Health 222 0.9% 284 0.9%

Nursing Home 1,273 5.4"1. 1,525 4.7%

Other Office/Freestanding Surg. 682 2.9% 1,541 4.8%

School of Nursing 511 2.2% 563 1.7%

OCcupational Health 306 1.3% 261 0.8%

School Nurse 451 1.9% 885 2.7%

Mental Health 202 0.9% 209 0.6%

All Other** 1,043 4.4% 2,577 8.0%

'Percents may not total 100% due to rounding. ""Includes: Self-Employed, Private Duty, Supplemental Staffing Agency, Hospice.
InsurancelThird Party, Parish Nurse. Other

Source: State Board of Nursing for SC and Office of Research and Statistics, SC Budget and Control Board
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Percent Growth of RN's by Setting
South Carolina

July 2002 - July 2003

2002 2003 Net Percent

SETTING ACTIVE ACTIVE Growth Change

Hospital 19,438 20,380 942 4.8%

(a) Acute Inpatient 15,151 14,588 -563 -3.7%

(b) Acute Outpatient 2,452 2,520 68 2.8%

(c) Acute Hospital-wide 1,427 2,890 1,463 102.5%

(d) Psychiatric/MR 408 382 -26 -6.4%

Physician's/Other Office 2,280 2,133 -147 -6.4%

Freestanding Outpatient Ctr. 1,330 1,492 162 12.2%

Home Health 1,217 1,184 -33 -2.7%

Acute Hasp. 319 336 17 5.3%

Health Dept. (DHEC) 226 197 -29 -13.0%

Private Home Health 672 651 -21 -3.1%

Source: State Board of Nursing for SC and Office of Research and Statistics, SC Budget and Control Board




